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Abstract: We used a rotating slit placed at the back focal plane of the microscope’s objective
lens to scan the light diffracted by a plasmonic crystal, which had a period smaller than the
resolution limit of the optical microscope. A set of images were collected at different
orientations of the slit. A high-resolution image of the plasmonic crystal was obtained by
processing the experimental images using a numerical Fourier ptychographic algorithm.
Supporting simulations of the experiments are also presented.
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1. Introduction
Plasmonic Ultra-Thin Condensers (UTC) with a volume three orders of magnitude smaller
than traditional microscope condensers have a numerical aperture NAc > 1 [1,2].
Consequently, optical microscopes with objective lenses with numerical aperture NAo > NAc,
in combination with plasmonic UTCs, have been used for high-resolution optical imaging
[1,2]. Moreover, plasmonic UTCs with a very large NAc could make a novel kind of optical
nanoscope possible [2,3]. Plasmonic UTCs illuminate the sample under observation with
surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) [4], which are excited by near-field spontaneous fluorescent
emission [1,2,5]. The light used for imaging in a plasmonic UTC-microscope arrangement is
the leakage radiation associated to the excited SPPs [6], which forms a hollow-cone of light
characteristic of ring-shaped condensers when there is no sample in the UTC [1,2,5]. As for
any microscope-condenser combination, when NAo > NAc, the resolution limit of a plasmonic
UTC-microscope arrangement is ~λ/(NAo + NAc), where λ is the wavelength of the leakage
radiation [1,2,7,8]. However, when NAc > NAo, its resolution limit is the Rayleigh Resolution
limit λ/(2NAo) [9,10]. This is because when NAc > NAo, the spatial frequencies (1/p)
associated to the sample structure [11], which are larger than (NAo + NAc)/λ, cannot be
collected by a NAo microscope objective lens [2,3]. The spatial frequencies larger than
(2NAo)/λ but smaller than (NAo + NAc)/λ can be collected by a NAo objective lens. This makes
the Fourier plane imaging microscopy (FPIM) technique which permits the optical detection
of periodic structures with a period (p) in the range λ/(NAo + NAc) < p < λ/(2NAo) possible
[12]. However, FPIM is not technically a proper imaging technique because no image of a
sample with period (p), where λ/(NAo + NAc) < p < λ/(2NAo), is formed directly in a camera
placed at the microscope’s real plane (RP). This is because a NAo objective lens cannot collect
the zero-order diffraction ring of radius NAc > NAo, which is produced by such periodic
structure when it is illuminated by a hollow-cone of light [12]. Nevertheless, phase-recovery
microscopy techniques [13–28], such as, Fourier ptychographic microscopy (FPM) permit to
obtain a high-resolution image of the sample when λ/(NAo + NAc) < p < λ/(2NAo) [22,24].
However, FPM requires image diversity to accomplish this achievement. FPM is based on the
collection of several low-resolution RP images obtained by illuminating the sample from
different directions. Originally, FPM was designed to work only for single illuminationdirection acquisition at a time, which required a lot of time to reconstruct a high-resolution
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image [22–25]. One way to speed the process up is to illuminate the sample simultaneously
from multiple directions at the same time, this technique is named illumination direction
multiplexing (IDM) [26–28]. However, in IDM-FPM the sample should be illuminated with a
set of different IDM patterns to achieve the required image diversity [27]. Although
plasmonic UTCs simultaneously illuminate the sample from multiple directions, it does not
provide the necessary image diversity. To overcome this issue, in this work, we inserted a
rotating slit placed at the back focal plane of the microscope’s objective lens to selectively
capture specific directions of the light diffracted by the sample. In general, low-resolution
IDM RP images obtained with the slit oriented in different directions are unique; thus
providing the required image diversity for the successful convergence of the IDM-FPM
algorithm. We called this new technique IDM Scanning Diffracted-Light Microscopy (IDMSDLM) to emphasize its principal difference to IDM-FPM; i.e., in IDM-FPM a set of
different IDM RP images are produced by illuminating the sample with a set of IDM patterns,
while in IDM-SDLM a set of different IDM RP images are produced by using different
directions of the light diffracted by the sample for imaging. It is worth noting that in contrast
to FPIM but similar to IDM-FPM, IDM-SDLM is a phase-recovery imaging technique
capable of producing high-resolution images of periodic structures with λ/(NAo + NAc) < p <
λ/(2NAo). IDM-SDLM then opens the doors for subwavelength resolution imaging using a
plasmonic UTC-microscope combination with NAc > NAo. Consequently, as soon as
plasmonic UTCs with very large NAc are demonstrated, a novel kind of optical nanoscope can
then be realized using the IDM-SDLM technique [2,3]. The rest of this paper is organized in
the following manner: In Section 2 we describe the experimental setup used in this work and
the experimental images obtained. Also, an experiment demonstrating the fundamental
resolution enhancement concepts using a plasmonic crystal sample. The sample was designed
to demonstrate the subwavelength resolution imaging capabilities of the IDM-SDLM
technique implemented using a plasmonic UTC-microscope arrangement with NAc > NAo. In
Section 3, we will introduce and describe the IDM-SDLM algorithm, and simulations. We
conducted a full simulation of the experiments described in Section 2. A comprehensive study
of the IDM-SDLM algorithm, including its applicability to arbitrary samples, will be reported
elsewhere. In Section 4, we discuss the results obtained after processing the experimental
images with the numerical algorithm discussed in Section 3. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in Section 5.
2. Experiments
In this work, we used the experimental setup presented in Fig. 1. We worked with a Nikon
Elipse Ti inverted microscope mounted with a numerical aperture NAo = 0.65 collection
objective lens and a band-pass spectral filter centered at λ = 570 nm wavelength with a 10 nm
bandwidth. The resolution limit of this microscope arrangement is therefore λ/(2NAo) = 438.5
nm.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. (b) Cross-sectional schematic of
the plasmonic UTC structure with a periodic array of Cr pillars.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the microscope setup has two charged-couple device (CCD)
cameras attached that are used to obtain the RP and FP images of the sample. The sample, a
plasmonic crystal with rectangular symmetry [12], is illuminated by a diode laser of
wavelength λ = 532 nm. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the plasmonic crystal consists of 40 nm thick
chromium pillars on a 45 nm thick layer of gold, that is adhered to a glass coverslip substrate
by a 2nm thick chromium layer. The chromium pillars constitute the structures to be imaged
by the optical system. The sample was fabricated using electron beam evaporation technique
to deposit the adhesion chromium and gold layers. The chromium pillars were made by
depositing chromium using e-beam evaporation on a PMMA-A6 resist mask having the pillar
arrangement lithographically defined. The pillar structure is laid out in a rectangular lattice
arrangement with periods px = 940 nm and py = 360 nm. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the structure
of the plasmonic UTC also includes a PMMA layer doped with Rhodamine 6G (fluorescent
material), which was deposited on top of the chromium rectangular lattice structure to work
as the excitation source of SPPs. The Rhodamine 6G fluorescence emission peak occurs at λ =
570 nm wavelength when pumped by the λ = 532 nm wavelength laser. When the surface
plasmon polariton is excited at the PMMA/gold interface, a plasmonic UTC with NAc = 1.25
> NAo is formed. The spectral filter blocks the direct laser illumination but allows the leakage
radiation associated to the excited SPPs to pass. The chromium pillar’s periodicity was
chosen such that py = 0.360 μm < λ/(2NAo) is beyond the microscope’s diffraction limit, but it
is above the theoretical resolution limit of the condenser-microscope set up λ/(NAo + NAc) =
0.325 µm, and the horizontal periodicity px = 940 nm is easily imaged since px = 0.940 μm >
λ/(2NAo). As sketched in Fig. 1(a), a 0.4 mm wide rotating slit, which corresponds to a
numerical aperture width (WS = 0.2) in the microscope’s FP, was placed in the back focal
plane of the collection objective lens. The slit selectively transmits specific emission
directions of the leakage radiation associated to the SPPs that interacted with the chromium
structure on the UTC.
Nine pairs of IDM FP-RP images corresponding to different slit orientations were
acquired. The slit orientation was varied from 0 to 180 degrees at 20 degrees angle
increments, where the zero-degree angle orientation corresponds to the slit oriented along the
direction of pillars having the larger period px. To compensate for the reduction of the light
throughput, resulting from the insertion of the slit into the optical path, the camera exposure
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time was increased from approximately 600 ms (no slit) to up to 6 s with the slit in place.
Figure 2 shows some examples of the pairs of FP-RP images obtained with the experimental
set up sketched in Fig. 1(a).

Fig. 2. Experimental (a) FP and (b) RP images of the sample obtained without the slit. Typical
examples of experimental pairs of (c, f) FP and (d, g) RP images obtained with the slit at the
back focal plane of the objective lens oriented (c-d) perpendicularly to the sample’s periodicity
with px = 940 nm, and (f-g) after rotating the slit at an angle of 80 degrees. (e) and (h) Images
obtained after zooming in the square regions shown in (d) and (g), respectively.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are the FP and RP images of the sample, respectively, that were
obtained without the slit placed at the back focal plane of the objective lens. The bright arcs
observed in the IDM FP image shown in Fig. 2(a) are characteristic signatures of IDM FP
images obtained by illuminating a sample with a ring-shaped condenser [1,2,12]. The
vertically oriented arcs in Fig. 2(a) correspond to fractions of several high-order diffraction
rings produced by the larger periodicity of the sample. In correspondence, and as expected
because px = 940 nm > λ/(2NAo) = 438 nm, the largest periodicity of the sample is visible in
the IDM RP image shown in Fig. 2(a). In contrast, only two horizontally oriented arcs are
observed in Fig. 2(a). They correspond to fractions of the first-order diffraction rings
produced by the smallest periodicity of the sample. The zero-order diffraction ring is not
visible in Fig. 2(a) because NAc > NAo. In excellent agreement, and as anticipated because py
= 360 nm < λ/(2NAo), the smallest periodicity of the sample is not visible in Fig. 2(a).
Nevertheless, the presence of the horizontal oriented arcs in Fig. 2(a) demonstrates the
existence of information about the smallest periodicity of the sample in the IDM FP shown in
Fig. 2(a), and consequently in the IDM RP image shown in Fig. 2(d). FPIM permits to detect
the presence of the smallest periodicity of the plasmonic crystal using the IDM FP image
[12]. The information about the smallest periodicity of the sample is not directly recognizable
in the IDM RP image shown in Fig. 2(d). As we will show, the IDM-SDLM technique
permits to extract this information from a set of different IDM RP images obtained using the
experimental set-up sketched in Fig. 1. The pair of experimental FP-RP images shown in Fig.
2(c) and Fig. 2(d) were obtained with the slit oriented at Θ = 0 degrees; i. e., with the slit
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oriented perpendicular to the largest periodicity of the sample. In the IDM FP image shown in
Fig. 2(c), only fractions of bright vertically-oriented arcs can be seen; this means that the slit
at this orientation blocked the diffracted-light directions corresponding to the horizontally
oriented arcs seen in Fig. 2(a). In excellent agreement, only the largest sample’s periodicity
can be seen in the IDM RP image shown in Fig. 2(d), and in its inset shown in Fig. 2(e). The
IDM FP and RP images shown in Fig. 2(f) and Fig. 2(g), respectively, were obtained by
rotating the slit 80 degrees. In this case, as shown in Fig. 2(h), which is an inset of Fig. 2(g),
no periodicities are visible. This in correspondence with the presence in the IDM FP image of
a single pair of bright arcs oriented in both vertical and horizontal directions, shown in Fig.
2(f). Scanning the directions of the leakage radiation with the rotating slit then resulted in
different IDM RP images. Without the slit, only the IDM RP image shown in Fig. 2(b) can be
collected. However, by rotating the slit placed at the back focal plane of the objective lens,
the image diversity required for the successful convergence of the IDM-SDLM algorithm can
be achieved.
3. IDM-SDLM algorithm and simulations
Figure 3 shows a simplified flowchart of the IDM-SDLM algorithm, which is similar to the
IDM-FPM algorithm [26–28].

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the IDM-SDLM algorithm.

IDM-SDLM algorithm can recover the unmeasured phase from a set of low-resolution
IDM RP images as described in Section 2. As shown in block (1) of Fig. 3, the IDM-SDLM
algorithm starts by assuming an initial approximation for the amplitude (am = 0(r)) and phase
(pm = 0(r)) of the Real Plane - Optical Disturbance (RP-OD) [29–31]. Next, as shown in block
(2) of Fig. 3, the first actual approximation (m = 1, j = 1) of the Fourier Plane-Optical
Disturbance (FP-OD) is calculated by applying a two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform
operation (F) [26–28]:
Amact, j (k )e

iPmact, j ( k )

 F  am  0 (r )eipm0 ( r )  

(1)

where r and k are 2D vectors defined in the RP and FP, respectively. A rectangular window
WS(Θj), that corresponds to the physical slit placed at the objective back focal plane is defined
in the FP with length NAo, centered at k = 0, and width WS. As follows in block (3), the
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rectangular window is then rotated by an angle Θj with respect to k = 0. Since the sample is
illuminated by a plasmonic UTC from different directions, we can approximate this process
by considering the sample simultaneously illuminated from N different directions, for any
given slit orientation, within the directions defined by the FP vectors kq, where q = 1, 2, ..., N.
Thus, as represented by the block (4) in Fig. 3, not one, but an N number of FP-ODj,,q
corresponding to a singular slit orientation Θj must be calculated, one for each direction of
illumination q, using the following equation [26–28]:

Am, j , q (k )e

iPm , j ,q ( k )

 Amact, j (k  kq )e

iPmact, j ( k  kq )

WS ( j )

(2)

This equation should be evaluated N times for each slit orientation Θj; the actual
approximation of the FP-OD should be shifted each time by kq and then multiplied by the
rotated rectangular window WS(Θj). Once the first approximation to the amplitude and phase
corresponding to the FP image is calculated, then we can proceed to block (5) where the
amplitude (am,j,q(r)) and phase (pm,j,q(r)) corresponding to the related RP image are calculated
by applying a 2D inverse Fourier transform operation (F1) using the following expression
[26–28]:
am , j , q (r )e

ipm , j ,q ( r )

 F 1  Am , j , q (k )e

iPm , j ,q ( k )




(3)

As shown in the block (6), exactly as the IDM-FPM algorithm [26–28], in IDM-SDLM, the
calculated amplitude of each low-resolution RP image (am,j,q(r)) is modified using the
following equation:

ammod
, j , q (r ) 

I RP , j
I RPT

am, j , q (r ),
(4)

N

I RPT   I RP , j , q , I RP , j , q  [am, j , q (r )] 
2

q 1

where IRP,j is the intensity of the experimental (or simulated) multiplexed low-resolution RP
image number j, which was obtained with the slit oriented at Θj. It should be noted that in
IDM-FPM, a set of different IRP,j are obtained by changing the pattern of IDM [26–28], while
in IDM-SDLM different IRP,j are obtained by rotating de slit. Then, as shown in the block (7),
each FP-ODj,q is recalculated using the following equation [26–28]:
iPmrec
, j ,q ( k )

Amrec, j , q (k )e

 F ammod
, j , q (r )e

ipm , j ,q ( r )

 WS ( j 


(5)

As shown in the block (8), the updated approximation of the FP-OD with NAs is calculated by
adding a weighted difference between calculated and recalculated FP-ODs with NAo to the
actual approximation of the FP-OD given by Eq. (1); i.e., using Eq. (6) [26–28]:

Amupd, j (k )e
N

iPmupd
, j (k )

 Amact, j (k )e

iPmact, j ( k )

iP
(k k )
iP
(k k )
    Amrec, j , q (k  kq )e m , j ,q q   Am, j , q (k  kq )e m , j,q q  .


q 1
rec

(6)

After the initial approximation of the FP-OD is updated, this new image is used as the actual
approximation (j = 2), as shown by the arrow from block (8) to block (2). The operations
connected by red arrows in Fig. 3, are continuously performed for each slit orientation
(indicated by the sub-index j). This constitutes the first iteration (m = 1) in the IDM- SDLM
algorithm, and the algorithm should converge after several iterations. Finally, as shown in
block (9), the 2D Fourier transform of the FP-OD gives the final RP-OD.
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We performed a full simulation of the experiment described in Section 2 using nine
simulated IDM low-resolution RP images corresponding to the nine experimental RP images
obtained with the experimental set up sketched in Fig. 1(a). The plasmonic UTC was
approximated by N = 18 discrete sources of planar waves forming a ring with NAc = 1.25. The
simulated IDM images were calculated assuming a known OD at the sample’s plane followed
by using Eqs. (1), (2) and (3), as indicated by the blocks (1) to (5) in Fig. 3. Then the
simulated IDM RP images [IRPT in Eq. (4)] were calculated as the sum of the intensities
corresponding to the N calculated RP-ODs [IRP,j,q in Eq. (4)]. As expected, a good
correspondence was observed between the simulated IDM RP images and the corresponding
experimental images. The IDM-SDLM algorithm starts by assuming an initial approximation
of the RP-OD. As it is often chosen in IDM-FPM [26–28], we used pm = 0(r)  0 and am = 0(r)
as the amplitude corresponding to a low-resolution RP image obtained with the same
experimental set up but without the slit. However, when a periodic sample is illuminated, a
better RP-OD initial approximation can be obtained by extracting the information contained
in the experimental (or simulated) FP images using the FPIM technique [12]. Therefore, we
constructed the initial approximation of the RP-OD with pm = 0 (r)  0 and am = 0(r) given by
the following equation [29]:

am0 (r )  c1 I RP,   c2 I RPIM 

(7)

where c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants, IRPIM is the intensity of the RP image that could be
obtained by processing the experimental FP images using the FPIM technique [12, 29], and
IRP,⟘ is the intensity of a RP image obtained with the experimental set up sketched in Fig. 1(a)
without the slit. If we set c2 = 0, Eq. (7) corresponds to the initial approximation used in IDMFPM. As shown in Figs. 4(a) to 4(d), FPIM detects periodic structures with a period smaller
than the Rayleigh resolution limit by extracting useful information present in the experimental
FP images [12, 29].

Fig. 4. (a-b) Instances of simulated IDM FP images corresponding to Θj = (a) 0 and (b) 80
degrees. (c-f) Results obtained after processing the nine simulated FP images of the sample
using the FPIM technique. (c) Diffraction rings of radii equal to NAc = 1.25, (d) fraction of the
first-order diffraction rings visible with NAo = 0.65 objective lens, (e) respective centers of the
diffraction rings separated by a distance λ/px = 0.6, and λ/py = 1.6 and, (f) IFPIM.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show two instances of simulated IDM FP images corresponding to
the slit oriented at Θj = 0 and 80 degrees, respectively. As expected, they closely match the
experimental images shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(f), respectively. Similar to the experimental
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IDM FP images shown in Figs. 2(c), and 2(f), the simulated IDM FP images seem to rotate,
forming a ring of radius NAc that corresponds to the ring-like illumination provided by
plasmonic UTCs. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the FPIM technique allows for the reconstruction of
the zero- and higher-orders diffraction rings that would be formed in a microscope’s FP, if the
sample was illuminated by a ring-shaped condenser, and observed using a hypothetical
objective lens with very large numerical aperture. The solid arcs seen in Fig. 4(d), which
match the bright arcs visible in Fig. 2(a), are the portions of the first-order diffraction rings
with radii equal to NAc seen in Fig. 2(c) that can be captured with the NAo = 0.65 objective
lens. The centers of the zero- and first-order diffraction rings separated by a distance λ/px =
0.6, and λ/py = 1.6 (in numerical aperture units) are indicated by the arrows shown in Fig.
4(e). This figure represents the diffraction pattern observable under perpendicular
illumination with an objective lens having a synthetic numerical aperture NAs = NAo + NAc =
1. 9, which is represented by the discontinuous-line ring in Fig. 4(e). Figure 4(f) shows IRPIM,
which was obtained by taking the Fourier transform of Fig. 4(e). It is worth noting that IRPIM
contains both periodicities of the sample, as clearly seen in Fig. 4(f), but it is not an image of
the sample. This is because FPIM is not a proper imaging technique but a detection one [13,
32]. In the simulations of the experiments described in Section 2, we used Eq. (7) with IRPIM,
as shown in Fig. 4(f), as the initial approximation of the RP-OD in the IDM-SDLM
algorithm. Figure 5 shows the simulation results that were obtained by processing with the
IDM-SDLM algorithm the nine previously simulated low-resolution IDM RP images.

Fig. 5. IDM-SDLM simulation results. Exact (a) amplitude and (b) phase of the RP-OD. (c)
Sampled region of the FP and (d) simulated low-resolution IDM RP image obtained when the
slit oriented at Θ = 80 degrees. (e) Amplitude and (f) phase of the simulated RP-OD obtained
after 10 iterations of the IDM-SDLM algorithm.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the assumed exact amplitude and phase of the RP-OD,
respectively, corresponding to our rectangular lattice sample with periods px = 940 nm, and py
= 360 nm, that could be observed by using a hypothetical objective with a synthetic
numerical aperture NAs = NAo + NAc = 1.9 when SPPs are excited on the plasmonic UTC.
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Figure 5(c) shows the FP region that is sampled by placing the slit at the back focal plane of
the objective lens when it is oriented at the angle Θ = 80 degrees. As indicated in Fig. 5(c),
this region is formed by a set of N = 18 rectangles with a length equal to NAo = 0.65 and a
width of 0.2 numerical aperture units. The rectangles are centered at the illumination
directions kq, q = 1, 2, …, N forming a ring of radius NAc = 1.25. Figure 5(d) shows an
instance of simulated low-resolution IDM RP image, which was obtained assuming the slit
was placed at the back focal plane of the objective lens, and oriented at the angle Θ = 80
degrees. When the slit is rotated, a different FP region is sampled by the slit; consequently, a
different low-resolution IDM RP image is obtained. This produces the required image
diversity for the convergence of the numerical algorithm. Figures 5(e) and 5(f) show the
amplitude and phase, respectively, of the RP-OD obtained by processing the nine simulated
IDM RP images, after just 10 iterations of the IDM-SDLM algorithm. A direct comparison of
Figs. 5(e) and 5(a) reveals that IDM-SDLM is capable of resolving structures beyond the
Rayleigh resolution limit.
4. IDM-SDLM processing of experimental images and discussion
We processed the experimental images following the same procedure described in Section 3.
The results obtained using the FPIM techniques, and the experimental FP images obtained
with the experimental setup described in Section 2, are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Results obtained after processing with the FPIM technique the nine experimental FP
images (a) Diffraction rings with radius equal to NAc = 1.25, (b) superposition of the sum of all
FP images and the first-order diffraction rings, (c) centers of the diffraction rings separated by
a distance λ/px = 0.6, and λ/py = 1.6. (d) Amplitude square of the Fourier transform of (c)
containing both periodic structures with px = 940 nm and py = 360 nm.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the FPIM technique can generate the diffraction rings that would
be visible in the FP images produced if the sample was illuminated by a NAc plasmonic UTC,
and imaged by a hypothetical objective lens with a very large numerical aperture [12, 29].
The radius of the diffraction rings is equal to the plasmon condenser with NAc = 1.25, and
their centers are separated in the horizontal and vertical directions by a distance λ/px = 0.6,
and λ/py = 1.6 (in numerical aperture units), respectively. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the FPIM
technique can determine the value of NAc from the experimental FP images by adding up all
the experimental FP images. The result of the superposition of the experimental FP images
can then be compared with the continuous arcs seen in Fig. 6(b), which correspond to the
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fraction of the diffraction rings with radius NAc shown in Fig. 6(a) that are visible using a NAo
= 0.65 objective lens. Using this information, Fig. 6(c) is constructed containing the zero- and
first-order diffraction spots (indicated by white arrows) within the synthetic numerical
aperture (shown by the white dashed circle). Finally, Fig. 6(d) shows the intensity
corresponding to the Fourier transform of Fig. 6(c). IRPIM obtained in this way corresponds to
a rectangular lattice sample with periods px = 940 nm and py = 360 nm. We then used Eq. (7)
with IRPIM, as shown in Fig. 6(d), as the initial approximation of the RP-OD in the IDMSDLM algorithm. We used c1 = c2 = 0.5, and IRP,⟘ was a low-resolution RP image obtained
with the set up sketched in Fig. 1(a) but without the slit. Figure 7 shows the results that were
produced by processing the nine low-resolution IDM RP images obtained using the
experimental set up sketched in Fig. 1, with the IDM-SDLM algorithm.

Fig. 7. Results obtained after processing the experimental low-resolution IDM RP images
using the IDM-SDLM algorithm. (a) Synthetic FP image with NAs = NAo + NAc = 1.9.
Amplitude (b) and (c) phase corresponding to the obtained RP- OD. (d) Magnified imaged of
(b).

The arrows in Fig. 7(a) point to the zero- and first-order diffraction spots contained in the
synthetic FP image, which is delimited by the dashed circle of radius NAs = NAs + NAc = 1.9.
From Fig. 7(a), we determined a distance between consecutive diffraction spots of ~0.6, and
~1.6, which corresponds to λ/px = 0.6, and λ/py = 1.6, respectively. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) show
the amplitude and the phase of the RP-OD, respectively, which were obtained after 10
iterations of the IDM-SDLM algorithm described in Section 3. Both sample’s periodicities,
with px = 940 nm and py = 360 nm, are clearly seen in Fig. 7(d), which is a magnified inset of
Fig. 7(b). A comparison between Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 5(e) reveals a good correspondence
between the intensity images obtained using the IDM-SDLM algorithm to process
experimental and simulated IDM images. In both cases the correct sample structure is
revealed. It is important to mention that, as shown in Figs. 2(b), 2(d) and 2(g), the smallest
period of the sample is not visible in any of the experimental low-resolution IDM RP images.
This demonstrates the IDM-SDLM technique, implemented using a plasmonic UTCmicroscope combination with a slit placed at the back focal plane of the objective lens, can
image photonic crystals with a resolution beyond the Rayleigh resolution limit. It should be
emphasized that IDM-SDLM is an imaging technique. Previously, a photonic crystal with
λ/(NAo + NAc) < p < λ/(2NAo) had been optically detected, but not imaged, using the FPIM
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technique and a condenser with NAc > NAo [12]. In this work, we have demonstrated a novel
optical method for imaging photonic crystals with subwavelength resolution. It should be
noted that plasmonic UTCs can be used to image relatively large objects such as human blood
cells [2]. The authors of this work will later report simulation results demonstrating successful
convergence of the SDLM imaging algorithm for arbitrary samples, which indicates that the
presented imaging technique can be applied to a broad range of microscopy applications.
5. Conclusions
We presented a proof-of-concept experiment and simulations that demonstrate enhanced
imaging capabilities of plasmonic crystals with periods in the range λ/(NAo + NAc) < p <
λ/(2NAo) using plasmonic UTCs with NAc > NAo. This achievement was performed using the
IDM-SDLM technique, which was implemented using a plasmonic UTC-microscope
combination with a rotating slit placed at the back focal plane of the objective lens.
Consequently, subwavelength resolution imaging with large field of view of photonic crystal
can be realized by using the IDM-SDLM technique in conjunction with plasmonic UTCs
having numerical apertures slightly larger than unity, and objective lenses with NAo << 1.
Moreover, we foresee a novel kind of optical nanoscope based on the use of the demonstrated
IDM-SDLM technique and plasmonic UTCs with NAc >> 1.
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